
Timing Performance [3] 
• mkFit vectorization & multithreading performance → 

According to Amdahl’s Law:

- ~70% of operations effectively vectorized.

- >95% of code effectively parallelized.


• When using mkFit:

- Individual mkFit iterations: 

Up to 6.7x building time reduction.

- Sum of mkFit iterations: 

~3.5x building time reduction.

- Sum of all iterations: 

~1.7x building time reduction ⇒ 
25% reduction of total tracking time.


• Event throughput increase by 10–15% in Run3.
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Simplified Detector Description 
• Use highly configurable tracker layer data structures ⇒ 

Detector details in 2D (r/z, phi) bins instead of individual modules: 
- Reduction of memory usage.

- Instruction overhead minimization. 


• 2-step propagation:

- Track → Average r or z ⇒ 

Create compatibility window.

- Track → Each hit in window ⇒ 

Selection based on χ2.


• Multiple scattering & energy loss 
effects included.

Outlook 
• Plans for mkFit paradigm extension to more applications:


- Extend to more track building iterations ⇒ Further speed-up.


- Apply to track fitting → 
Its timing now comparable to track building.


- Build tracks for High Level Trigger, already during Run3 → 
Global SiStrip RAW data unpacking needed, can now be on GPU.


- Modify for Phase-2 geometry and configuration 
‣ Optimization 

and tuning.

‣ Synergies with 

other algorithms.

Physics Performance [3] 
• mkFit used for almost 90% of all reconstructed 

signal tracks with pT > 0.5 GeV.


• When using mkFit:


- Tracking efficiency comparable:

‣ Small gains in endcap (2.4 < |η| < 2.8).


- Tracking fake rate better overall:

‣ Fake rate reduction with increasing |η|.

‣ Better scaling with PU.


- Tracking duplicate rate slightly increased overall:

‣ Due to parallel nature of the algorithm.

‣ Mitigated with dedicated duplicate removal.

‣ Performance tuned in pT and η.

Motivation for Track Reconstruction Speed-up 
• Exponential growth of CPU time/event at the LHC ⇒ 

Track reconstruction ~1/2 of event reconstruction. 
✚ Plateau of single thread performance.

⇒ Solution: 
 Parallelized & vectorized tracking algorithms.


• mkFit Matriplex Kalman Fitter tracking algorithm [1]: 
Application of this paradigm shift → Goals:

- Same physics performance.

- Significant speed-up.


• mkFit in development 
for 5+ years → 
Now integrated in 
central CMS offline 
track buildιng.

Algorithm Logic and Challenges 
• CMS tracking [2] → Combinatorial Kalman Filter:


- Start from track seeds.

- Iteratively accumulate compatible hits to build tracks.

⇒ The most time consuming part of track reconstruction.


• Improve by:

- Vectorization: Same Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD).

- Mutlithreading: Different Instructions, Different Data.


• Requirements:

- Minimization of algorithm branching for vector operations.

- Load balancing among threads.

- Minimization of memory usage and optimisation of memory accesses.

Parallelisation Strategy 
• Multiple levels of multithread parallelization:

↳ Loop over different events.

↳ Loop over different η-regions.

↳ Loop over z-/r- and φ-sorted groups of seeds.


• Exploit Intel TBB for task scheduling ⇒  
Dynamic task stealing to balance workloads.


• Vectorisation of track candidate processing →

Custom matrix library, MATRIPLEX ⇒

Optimized for vector loading in SIMD operations:


- “Matrix-major” 
representation 
designed to fill 
a vector unit with 
n matrices in sync.
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M�������� memory layout (Fig. 2) uses a matrix-major representation optimized for loading vector
registers for SIMD operations on a set of small matrices, using the native vector-unit width on
processors with vector units. M�������� is similar in concept to other, independently developed
solutions [21]. M�������� includes a code generator for defining optimized matrix operations, with
support for symmetric matrices and on-the-fly matrix transposition. Patterns of elements that are
known by construction to be zero or one can be specified, and the resulting code will be optimized
to eliminate unnecessary register loads and arithmetic operations. The generated code can be either
standard C++ or macros that map to architecture-specific intrinsic functions. M�������� structures
and auto-generated code are used for all KF-related operations on tracks and hits, and in general for
all matrix operations. For vectorization of parts of track propagation, where track parameters are
transported to a new position using non-linear functions, compiler-assisted vectorization is used.

Figure 2. Matriplex data structure representation for a matrix size N⇥N and a vector unit size n. Due to the
use of "matrix-major" storage order, the first elements of n di�erent small matrices M

i are properly aligned
for quick SIMD processing. With a single vector instruction, these n elements can be added or multiplied (or
both) with their counterparts in n other matrices, vectors, or scalars which are stored similarly.

4.2.2 Multithreading using TBB tasks

In the preceding sections, we identified several opportunities for multithreading due to the algorith-
mic independence of events and tracks. These possibilities include processing in parallel multiple
events, detector regions, and groups of seed tracks. One challenge is that at every level of possible
parallelization the workloads are highly irregular: di�erent events have di�erent levels of complex-
ity; di�erent detector regions have variable numbers of layers and hit occupancy, especially in the
transition regions where both the barrel and one of the endcaps of the CMS detector must be con-
sidered; and di�erent seed tracks will have di�erent numbers of hits, layers, and viable candidates.
Many of these irregularities depend on the path each individual track candidate takes as it traverses
the detector, making them inherently unpredictable.

Due to the irregularity of the workloads, static work partitioning schemes proved to be in-
e�cient, largely due to tail e�ects where threads that happened to be assigned small workloads
would wait for threads with larger workloads to complete. To mitigate the tail e�ects, we use
Intel® Threading Building Blocks (TBB), which allows us to break the workload into relatively
fine-grained tasks and balance the workload through dynamic task “stealing”. We parallelize at
all the levels previously listed, using nested parallel-for loops, which TBB processes e�ciently by
building a tree of tasks. For the innermost loop over groups of seed tracks, we use a simple adaptive
calculation to attempt to set the task size large enough to minimize overheads but also small enough
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n → Vector unit size 
M(i,j) → Element of N×N matrix
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